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The Internet topology has witnessed significant changes over the
years with the rise and fall of several Internet Service Providers
(ISP). In this paper, we propose a new economic model that can
aid in understanding the evolution of the Internet topologyand pro-
vide insight into why certain ISPs fail and others succeed. Our
economic model is motivated by the Cournot model for charac-
terizing oligopolistic markets. We model the Internet topology as
a conglomeration of Cournot markets across different geographic
regions comprising of regional markets within each geographic re-
gion and transit markets across geographic regions. By analyz-
ing the Nash equilibrium of the overall system, we characterize a
simple relationship between the Nash price, demand, the number
of ISPs and fraction of traffic exchange across regions. Our eco-
nomic model is powerful enough to provide a simplified character-
ization of the aggregate evolution of the Internet topologywithin
and across geographic regions without the need for capturing indi-
vidual variations across each ISP. Based on this model, we show
evidence that existing bandwidth pricing trends are in striking con-
trast with the expected Nash equilibrium behavior thereby resulting
in the rise and fall of ISPs. We also corroborate the model based on
analyzing Internet topology evolution from 2002 to 2008.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, we have witnessed dramatic changes in the

evolution of the Internet’s topology, especially at the level of top-
tier ISPs. These top-tier ISPs, otherwise referred to as tier-1 or tier-
2 ISPs, are the primary suppliers in the market for Internet access.
During this growth period, several tier-1 ISPs have either merged
or been bought by other ISPs while other new tier-1 ISPs have
emerged. For example, AT&T and Genuity (formerly BBN) sold
their backbone networks to SBC and Level 3 communications [1].
Similarly, MCI Communications and Worldcom merged and later
were bought over by Verizon after Verizon filed for bankruptcy [2].
At the other end of the spectrum, several globally operational ISPs
have emerged in Asia such as KDDI, Japan. We observe a strong
geographic correspondence to the rise and fall of ISPs with many
ISPs in US and Europe having failed while several others in Asia
and South America have risen to prominence.
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Why do certain ISPs succeed and others fail? In this paper, we
propose a simple economic model that provides a mechanism for
analyzing the evolution of the Internet topology. Our modelis
based on the Cournot model for oligopolistic markets. In Cournot
competitive markets, the product being sold is homogeneousand
each firm chooses a price based only on the quantity of the product
they produce. While the assumptions in Cournot competitiondo
not hold across the global bandwidth markets, we model the Inter-
net topology as a collection of regional and transit Cournotmar-
kets. In other words, we split the Internet topology into geographic
regions and apply a local Cournot competition model within each
region and transit Cournot market for transit ISPs that interconnect
regions. In our economic model, each ISP is a player in the band-
width market either within a specific geographic region or a transit
player across regions. Based on limited pricing data available on-
line, we find that bandwidth prices across ISPs within a geographic
region are comparable; hence, assuming separate Cournot markets
within and across regions is a reasonable assumption.

Our economic model provides a simple yet powerful way of an-
alyzing Internet topology evolution due to three importantfactors.
First, the Cournot model enables us to analyze the Nash equilib-
rium of a market in the aggregate without analyzing the individual
strategies and variations across each player. In the Internet topol-
ogy case, this is powerful because, it can provide an insightof how
regional and transit bandwidth prices should vary as a function of
variations in aggregate quantity and number of ISPs. Second, while
the Internet topology as a whole is tightly coupled, our economic
model allows us to analyze each regional and transit market in iso-
lation under Nash Equilibrium. Third, the final set of Nash Equi-
librium equations we arrive in our system are simple and easyto
analyze involving few parameters.

We draw many important insights from our model. First, for a
given demand, as the fraction of traffic from a geographic region
increases, regional bandwidth prices shouldincrease and not de-
crease as what is happening today; hence, as Internet traffic be-
comes more global, overall prices should increase. Second,if local
bandwidth prices decrease with increasing traffic outflow, the num-
ber of regional ISPs sustainable at Nash equilibrium decreases. We
establish a Nash equilibrium relationship between the fraction of
traffic outflow and the number of ISPs within a region. Third, in
our model, we show that the Nash price for bandwidth connectivity
is the sum total of fractional Nash price for transit connectivity and
the Nash price for regional connectivity (assuming a local Cournot
market for the same demand). Hence, in Nash equilibrium, Internet
pricing should be similar to pricing in telephone networks where
the price of an international call is the sum total of the local and
the international transit cost. Finally, our model not onlyhelps in
explaining the existing economic topology of the internet,but also



provides insights into predicting future market behavior.
We corroborate the theory using a detailed analysis of the evolu-

tion of the Internet topology from 2002 to 2008. For this analysis,
we use the 5-tier characterization of the Internet topologyalong
with the inter ISP relationships as characterized in prior work in
Subramanianet al [19]. We also use a wide variety of Internet
sources to estimate quantity, price, fractional traffic andnumber of
ISPs. While the topology characterization and our parameter esti-
mation techniques are not very precise, it does provide intuition in
analyzing the aggregate evolution of the Internet topology.

2. RELATED WORK
There have been several studies which have mapped and ana-

lyzed the evolution of the Internet topology at both the AS-level
and the router-level using a variety of techniques. Traceroute anal-
ysis have often been used in efforts to map router topologies[13, 3,
7, 14]). The commonly used approach to infer AS-level topologies
is to analyze BGP routing tables at the Internet routers.

One of the commonly used models for Internet topology evolu-
tion is the power law model by Michalis Faloutsos et al. [9]. There
have been several followup studies to this work which have pre-
sented contrasting variants of the power law model [20, 18].While
these models are useful from understanding the graph structure and
its evolution, these models do not consider the financial or eco-
nomic relationship between the different players (ISPs andend-
users) in the Internet.

There have been few works which have analyzed the Internet
evolution from an economic perspective. Freiden [11, 10] discusses
Internet balkanization and the ISP peer relationships and its impli-
cations. The author argues why growing service demand, conges-
tion at quasi-public interconnection sites and commercialization of
the industry have motivated major ISPs to pursue more reliable,
quasi-private network interconnection, as opposed to blind collab-
orative behavior between the entities. Bailey [6] surveys the eco-
nomics of Internet interconnection and infers that large networks or
ISPs form bilateral relationships where coordination costs are low
and there is little chance for opportunism; and smaller networks or
ISPs are better off forming cooperative relationships.

Recent efforts have attempted to model these complex commer-
cial interactions between AS entities using game theory. Recently
Ma et al. [15] usedShapely value, a concept from coalition games
to model the cooperative behavior of ISPs. Their model curtails
maximization of individual ISP profits, but maximizes the aggre-
gate profit of all ISPs put together. This prevents selfish routing
strategies [16] among ISPs and provides a aggregate networkprofit,
which in turn encourages ISP connectivity and reduces balkaniza-
tion. Cao et al. [8] and Shakkottai et al. [17] apply game theory
to analyze Internet pricing and the economics of ISP interconnec-
tion. In particular, Cao et al. show that modeling the interactions
between AS entities as a cooperative game leads to better outcomes
for both the ISPs and the users [8]. They also prove the existance
of a Nash-equilibrium point, where two ISPs would not move out
without cooperation. Shakkottai et al. show that in the realworld,
interactions between ISPs are often non-cooperative. Theyshow
that these interactions can be modeled as a multi-stage game, where
ISPs are linked together through transit-ISPs.

Our work builds on these insights and uses an economic model
to understand and predict the large-scale behavior of ISPs across
regions. Critical to our economic analysis is to leverage knowl-
edge about commercial relationships across ISPs. Prior work by
Gao et al [12] and Subramanian et al. [19] have proposed different
algorithms for inferring AS relationships among three categories:
provider-customer, peer-peer and sibling relationships.There have

Figure 1: An illustration of Internet topology: Regional ISPs
with tier structure and Transit ISPs connecting them

been many followup works which have improved these relationship
inference algorithms. In this paper, we leverage these relationship
inference mechanisms to analyze the economic rise and fall of ISPs.

3. INTERNET ECONOMIC MODEL
In this section, we provide a high level overview of our Internet

Economic Model. and follow up with more details on the model in
Sections 4 and 5.

The Internet is a collection of Autonomous Systems (AS) where
each AS is either an Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a customer
stub network (university, company etc) representing the consumer
such as a university or a company. Each autonomous system is
associated with a AS number and AS’s use the Border Gateway
Protocol to determine routing paths. BGP is a policy based rout-
ing protocol where each AS uses its own set of routing policies to
choose routes.

The Internet topology has three common types of relationships:
customer-provider, peer-peer and transit. A transit relationship can
be one of two kinds: (a) a provider-customer relationship between
a large ISP and a small ISP; (b) an ISP that provides transit con-
nectivity across geographic regions (trans-pacific, trans-Atlantic).
Based on these inter-ISP relationships, the Internet topology has
an inherent hierarchical structure where tier-1 ISPs represent the
most important inter-continental ISPs, tier-2 representsthe national
ISPs, tier-3 and tier-4 ISPs represents the regional ISPs and the con-
sumers (stub networks) form the lowest portion of this hierarchy.
Prior work by Subramanianet al. [19] provides a 5-tier characteri-
zation of the Internet hierarchy based on inferring AS relationship
information from multiple BGP routing tables. Our model andour
evaluations leverage this 5-tier characterization.

Based on the existing Internet hierarchical structure, we use the
following simplified model for the Internet topology illustrated in
Figure 1. We characterize the Internet into different geographic re-
gions and associate each geographic region with a set of regional
ISPs and a set of transit ISPs that interconnect geographic regions.
In practice, if a large ISP has both a regional and a transit presence
(such as ATT, Sprint), we model these ISPs as separate ISPs for the
regional and transit cases; in the existing Internet, theseISPs reg-
ister the regional and transit ISPs as separate entities though they
may be owned by the same parent entity. A transit relationship,
in our model, is a customer-provider relationship between atransit
ISP and a regional ISP; hence the regional ISP has to pay the tran-
sit ISP for connectivity. We assume that in a peer-peer relationship,
peers do not pay each other for routing traffic between themselves.
Hence, if two regional ISPs or two transit ISPs share a peering re-
lationship, they do not need to pay each other for the mutual traffic
exchanged. The set of customers in our model are distributedacross



geographic regions and they represent the "quantity of demand" in
each geographic region. While customers pay their regionalISPs
and the regional ISPs in turn pay the transit ISPs.

Our economic model for analyzing Internet topology evolution is
based on the Cournot model for oligopolistic markets. We assume
that each geographic region represents a regional Cournot market
and the collection of transit ISPs that interconnect a set ofregions
as a transit Cournot market. The Cournot Competition model is an
economic model that makes the following basic assumptions:

1. The product being sold is homogeneous across firms

2. Every firm in the market adjusts the quantity of the product
they produce simultaneously

3. The price of the good is determined by the cumulative output
of all the firms

The Cournot model is a natural fit for analyzing regional and
transit markets. While bandwidth prices may vary significantly
across regions, the bandwidth prices are roughly comparable within
a geographic region. If there is a significant price difference, then
the ISP charging lower prices (assuming it is profitable) hasthe
capability to expand coverage and get a larger portion of themar-
ket. In addition, given that regional ISPs peer with each other at
zero cost (assuming these ISPs are in equal standing), ISPs can
route between their customers without additional cost. Hence, in
the regional case, the competition is between how the demandis
distributed across competing ISPs. The same case extends for the
transit market where the regional ISPs represent the customers of
the transit ISPs.

The Cournot model represents a powerful way to analyze Inter-
net topology evolution since it can enable us in analyzing the Nash
equilibrium of the system at an aggregate level without the indi-
vidual parameters or strategies of each player. In other words, to
analyze the Nash equilibrium of the system, we do not requirede-
tailed values of each ISP’s demand, bandwidth and other statistics;
rather we can predict the behavior of ISPs and their interaction us-
ing only the aggregated values from all the ISPs.

In formal terms, given N firms in a market, each firm’s produces
a quantityqi and a price functionpi(qi). Additionally, the marginal
cost of production,c is the same for all firms. When the market is
at equilibrium, each firms price is equal and the equilibriumprice
function P is be given byP (q1 + ... + qN ). The only tool each
firm has to maximize their profits is adjusting the quantityqi being
produced.

As we describe later in Section 4, in the general case ofN firms,
the Nash Equilibrium is characterized by the following equation:

p′(q)
q

N
+ p(q) = c0

wherep(q) is the variation of price with aggregate demandq and
c0 is the unit cost incurred by the ISP per unit demand. Hence,
the Cournot model characterizes the Nash equilibrium ofN firms
purely based on the aggregated state or aggregate demand as op-
posed to the individual states of each firm. This aggregate char-
acterization is the main reason why we picked the Cournot model
as a base point to design an economic model for inter-ISP interac-
tion. Note that the aggregate characterization holds even if the cost
functionc(q) is not linear. As long as the cost function is uniform
across all firms, we can replacec0 in the equation withc′(q).

4. REGIONAL MODEL
We use the simple N-party Cournot model for our basic regional

case as illustrated in Figure 2. Consider the scenario wherethe

entire network comprises ofN ISPs co-located in a region and pro-
vide connectivity toM stub networks whereM >> N . In addi-
tion, we assume that all theN ISPs peer with each other and peers
exchange traffic at no additional cost.

We make some assumptions about the interaction of these ISPs
in the regional setting. Letqi > 0 be the quantity produced per ISP
Ii or the traffic demand for the ISPIi, q =

Pi=N

i=1 qi be the net
demand across allIs

i . In the simple case where all stub networks
generate comparable amounts of traffic,q is a function ofM , the
number of stub networks in the region. Letc0 > 0 be the unit
cost required to produceqi (we assume thatc0 is the same for each
Ii, since the cost of “producing” (routing) trafficqi for eachIi is
relatively the same). Letp(q) be the price function or the market
price charged by eachIi. Also, we assume thatp() is differentiable
with p′(q) < 0 at all q ≥ 0.

We will briefly illustrate the Cournot model for the2-ISP case.
To find the Nash equilibrium of this model, we have to start with
the profit maximization function. Consider the case of two ISP’s,
where each ISP tries to maximize profit, which is given by the profit
maximization function,

max
qi≥0

{p(qi + qj)qi − c0qi}

whereqi,qj is the quantity ofIi,Ij respectively. Then the optimal
quantity choice for ISPIi has to satisfy the first order function,

p′(qi + qj)qi + p(qi + qj) = c0

If (q∗1 , q∗2) is a Nash equilibrium for such a system, then it has to
satisfy these equations,

p′(q∗1 + q∗2)q∗1 + p(q∗1 + q∗2) = c0

and

p′(q∗1 + q∗2)q∗2 + p(q∗1 + q∗2) = c0

Adding these two equations, we have,

p′(q∗1 + q∗2)(
q∗1 + q∗2

2
) + p(q∗1 + q∗2) = c0

This equilibrium equation can be extended toN ISPs that have
identical cost and price functions as,

p′(q∗)(
q∗

N
) + p(q∗) = c0

To further simplify this equation, we can writep′(q) asp′(t)/q′(t).
In general, the price variation as a function of aggregate demand
is not known. However, the price variation across time and the
quantity variation across time are easier to estimate. Given a cer-
tain time periodT , p′(t)/q′(t) can be crudely approximated as
(p(t+T )− p(t))/(q(t+T )− q(t)). In addition,p(q)− c0 repre-
sents the profit per unit demand. Given this profit per customer, the
expected variation in price at Nash equilibrium can be estimated as
a function ofN , q(t) andq(t + T ) − q(t). Note that this equation
is independent of how the price function varies with the aggregate
demandq.

4.1 Implications
The significance of this Nash equilibrium stems from the factthat

the price function is independent of individual quantitiesqi of any
one ISPIi, but dependent on the aggregate quantityq =

Pi=N

i=1 qi.
At one extreme, ifN → ∞, thenp(q∗) = c0; the market price
equals cost of the quantity and the ISPs make zero profit. On the
other extreme, ifN = 1, then equation reduces to the monopolistic
first order function,p′(q∗)q∗ + p(q∗) = c0; providing a monopoly



of the market for the ISP. The evolution of ISPs in the regional
model has remained between these two extreme market scenarios.

The market tries to be in Nash equilibrium, since any deviation
from this equilibrium would reduce the profit of some of the ISPs
while increasing the profits of other ISPs. As bandwidth/data de-
mand grows, the aggregate quantityq increases and the pricep(q)
reduces to a marginal amount. The profit function of each ISP
would depend on the production of quantityqi. This behavior af-
fects the smaller ISPs: ISPs that produce relatively lessqi, as the
reduction in market price might not be balanced by increasedde-
mand forqi; due to this situation, the smaller ISPs profit might be
marginal and would cause it to quit the market or be taken overby
larger ISPs. The Cournot oligopoly model captures this competi-
tive market strategy of ISPs on the regional level.

4.2 Hierarchy within a region
In reality, every geographic region may have a hierarchy of re-

gional ISPs. The above model can be directly applied at the top-tier
ISPs within the region (these are not tier-1 ISPs). If all theISPs
within the region are dependent onN ISPs for connectivity within
and across regions, then the above model can be extended to these
N ISPs. Outside of theseN ISPs, if there are other regional ISPs
which depend on theseN ISPs for regional connectivity, we can
analyze such a hierarchical structure using a two-level hierarchy
with N1 regional ISPs at the top level andN2 ISPs which depend
on theN1 ISPs.

The corresponding Nash equations are:

p′
1(q

∗)(
q∗

N1
) + p1(q

∗) = c1

p′
2(q

∗)(
q∗

N2
) + p2(q

∗) = c2

The following constraints should hold to make sense for theN2

regional ISPs to exist. Firstc2 should be significantly different
from c1; otherwise theN1 ISPs can capture the local market (un-
less regulatory laws interfere). Second,p2 should be larger than
p1 since theN2 regional ISPs pay the price difference per unit de-
mand to theN1 ISPs. In our evaluations, we primarily analyze the
regional case as a single hierarchy in our evaluations due tolack of
fine grained pricing and demand data to analyze the lower tiers of
the regional hierarchy.

5. TRANSIT ECONOMIC MODEL
In this section we characterize the internet beyond the Regional

Model into aTransit Model, where regional ISPs are connected
with each other usingtransit ISPs. The transit ISPs act as intercon-
nect hubs between ISPs of different geographic locations.

A typical transit model is shown in figure 2. Letfi be the fraction
of traffic flow from ISPsNi of each geographic region to the transit
ISPsk. We assume that peer-peer traffic between transit ISPs are
cost-free: the ISPs do not pay each other for the traffic routing
between themselves. The Cournot model can be applied to each
region taking into consideration the transit ISPs to which they route
the traffic. (Here, we consider only the economics of the regional
ISPs and not the transit ISPs.)

In the scenario, the profit maximization function ofith ISP in a
region is given by,

max{pl(qi)αi − c0α − pt(qi)βi} (1)

wherepl is the price function in the region (local),pt is the transit
price given to the transit ISPs by the regional ISPs,α is the demand
per ISP in a region and

P

i αi = q1, whereq1 is the total demand

Figure 2: Regional ISPs and Transit ISPs

in a region,β is the demand per ISP in a region with fraction of
traffic fi from the transit ISP and

P

i
βi = f1q1, wheref1 is the

total fraction of traffic to/from transit ISP,c0 is the cost per unit
quantity.

To compute the Nash equilibrium of the system, we first have to
compute the first order profit maximization function, which can be
obtained by differentiating (1)

∂pl

∂qi

αi + pl
∂αi

∂qi

− c0
∂αi

∂qi

−
∂pt

∂qi

βi − pt
∂βi

∂qi

= 0

We know that,∂αi

∂qi

= 1, ∂βi

∂qi

= f1, Adding over alli ISPs,
X

i

p′
lαi + pl − c0 − p′

tβi − ptf = 0

p′
lqi + N1pl − N1c0 − p′

tfiqi − N1ptf = 0

whereN1 is the total number of ISPs in a region. Therefore the
first order joint profit maximization is,

(p′
l − p′

tf1)
q1

N1
+ (pl − ptf1) = c0 (2)

The price values in this equation is a function overq1. So, Eq. (2)
can be precisely written as,

(p′
l(q1) − p′

t(q1)f1)
q1

N1
+ (pl(q1) − pt(q1)f1) = c0

Let

λ(q1) = pl(q1) − f1pt(q1) (3)

so the equation reduces to,

λ′(q1)
q1

N1
+ λ(q1) = c0 (4)

The Nash equilibrium of this system can be written as,

λ′(q∗1)
q∗1
N1

+ λ(q∗1) = c0 (5)

This equation has the same significance as the Nash equilibrium of
the Regional Model. As the number of regional ISPsN1 → ∞,
λ(q∗1) = c0 ⇒ pl = c0 + f1pt. The market price equals the
cost price plus the transit price and there is no profit for theISP.
On the other hand, ifN1 = 1, then the equation characterizes a
monopolistic market model.

To understand the effect of transit ISPs on the model, we show
how transit ISP prices affect the ISPs in a geographic region. The
regional pricepl is affected by transit prices and this is shown by



(3) by,

pl(q
∗
1) = λ(q∗1) + f1pt(q

∗
1) (6)

wherepl(q
∗
1) is the price function in the region,λ(q∗1) is the price

paid by the customers in a region andf1pt(q
∗
1) is the transit price

based on the fraction of traffic between the regional ISP and the
transit ISP.

As bandwidth demand increases, the transit ISPs charge higher
prices to the regional ISPs. The regional ISPs charge less ormarginal
prices to the customers in the region due to competition withother
regional ISPs. This reduces their profit and smaller regional ISPs
go bankrupt or they are taken over by larger regional ISPs. As
f1pt(q

∗
1) increases andλ(q∗1) decreases,pl(q

∗
1) will be compara-

ble (or almost equal) tof1pt(q
∗
1). Also, as demand for bandwidth

increases the number of ISPs increase, which causes each ISPto
have reduced profits. This is a deviation from the Nash equilibrium
of the transit model. If demand or quantityq1 increases, transit
price pt increases, customer priceλ(q∗1) reduces due to regional
ISP competition, then the only way for the market to be in Nash
equilibrium is to reduce the number of ISPsN1 in the region. By
reducing the number of ISPs each regional ISP has a larger chunk
of bandwith (or demandq1), which in turn increases the profit.

5.1 k-region case
In a duopoly (k = 2) Cournot model, if we consider an inverse

demand functionp(q) = a − bq, with a > c ≥ 0 andb > 0, then
in Nash equilibrium,q∗ of each firm isa−c

3b
. To include regional

ISPs and transit ISPs in the model, we extend the two firm Cournot
model to multiple firm Cournot model. In a multiple firm setting,
the inverse demand function of a firm changes to

p = a − b(q2 + q3 + . . . + qN ) − bq1

Let q−1 = q2 + q3 + . . . + qN , therefore

p = a − bq−1 − bq1

The profit maximization of a firm now depends on the other firms’
output. As the number of firms increases the profit of each firm
comes closer to the cost functionc and attains only marginal profit.
The cost function can be written as,

c = a − bq−1 − 2bq1

Therefore at Nash equilibrium,q∗1 of a firm is,

q∗1 =
a − c

2b
−

q−1

2

Since the firms are in equilibrium,q−1 can be approximated as
(N − 1)q1∗. So,q1∗ can be computed as,

q∗1 =
a − c

N + 1
b (7)

Therefore forN firms the joint output quantityq∗ at Nash equilib-
rium is,

q∗ = (
a − c

b
)(

N

N + 1
) (8)

The joint profit function is,

p∗ = a − bq∗ =
a + Nc

N + 1
(9)

So, the profit per firmp∗
1 is given by,

p∗
1 = (p∗ − c)q∗1 =

(a − c)2

(N + 1)2
b (10)

We apply this Cournot model of multiple firms to regional ISPs
and transit ISPs and provide a relationship among them basedon
the quantity produced, the fraction of traffic flow between them and
the number of ISPs in each of the regions. For a two region-one
transit model, a conservation equation can be written as,

f1q1 + f2q2 = f3q4

wheref1,f2 is the fraction of traffic flowing from the two regions
to the transit ISPs,f3 is the incoming fraction of traffic at the transit
region. Generalizing it ton regions,

n
X

i

fiqi = ftqt (11)

whereft is the aggregate fraction of incoming traffic to the transit
ISPs. In Nash equilibrium condition, the equation can be written
as,

n
X

i

fi(
a − c

b
)(

Ni

Ni + 1
) = ft(

a − c

b
)(

Ki

Ki + 1
) (12)

whereKi is the number of transit ISPs. At Nash equilibrium, we
also show that the Nash price per customerpnash can be writ-
ten as:pnash = pregion + fptransit, wherepregion is the Nash
price within the geographic region assuming no transit traffic and
ptransit is the transit price at Nash equilibrium.

We draw several important insights from these results. First, at
Nash equilibrium, the Nash price that a regional ISP should charge
is the sum of the Nash price for local connectivity and the fractional
Nash price for transit connectivity. In other words, if the fraction of
external traffic is0, then the Nash price for connectivity is the price
for local connectivity as drawn from the regional model. However,
as the fractionf increases, the Nash price should correspondingly
include the fractional price for transit connectivity. This pricing
structure is present in existing telephone networks where the cost
of any call is dictated by the destination of a call.

Unfortunately, the existing Internet pricing structure does not
follow the Nash equilibrium pricing structure. For a given demand,
as the fraction of traffic from a geographic region increases, we
require regional bandwidth prices toincrease. However, existing
bandwidth prices have steeply decreased. The only way to retain
Nash equilibrium is forN to decrease; hence some regional ISPs
may need to fail at Nash equilibrium. Hence, for a given demand
q, as Internet traffic becomes more global, overall bandwidthprices
should increase or some regional ISPs have to fail. Ifq significantly
increases,N can correspondingly increase.

The Nash equilibrium also sets up a relationship betweenNi and
fi within each region. When all other parameters are kept a con-
stant, any fluctuations infi have corresponding implications onNi.
Hence, in the absence of external fluctuations,fiNi/(Ni + 1) ex-
hibits roughly constant behavior over time. We show this in our
evaluations using real world data.

Finally, we note that the Nash equilibrium in our model can be
characterized by a set of equations with very few aggregate parame-
ters and no individual parameters corresponding to specificplayers.
The larger the number of parameters, the harder it becomes toplug
in values and perform meaningful empirical analysis from such a
model.

6. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In practice, it is very hard to obtain accurate information about

traffic demand, prices, price fluctuations,fraction of outgoing traffic
per geographic region and number of competing ISPs in the same
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hierarchy within a region. We have tried our best to approximately
infer these parameters from a variety of sources and apply them in
the model. To measure how ISPs were performing over time, we
used a heuristic developed by Subramanian et al. [19] to classify
autonomous systems into a 5-tier hierarchy. Since the generated AS
model is a heuristic, the differences between tiers are not always
clear. Consequently, instead of focusing on exactly which tier a
specific AS is ranked, we will be focusing on the relative movement
of the different ASes.

Our data model partitions ISPs and IP prefixes by geographic re-
gion based on ASGeo Netlantis database [4]. Traffic is then catego-
rized by whether its source and destination are in the same region,
producing internal traffic, or whether the source and destination are
in different regions, producing transit traffic.

We estimate the number of ASes per regioni, Ni and theseNi

are further grouped into various tiers. The aggregate traffic per
regionqi is estimated by adding all the tier 5 ASes in that region.
The fraction of traffic per region per tierfi is estimated as Nti

P

ti
Nti

,
whereNti is the number of ASes per tier in that region. In the
equationp′(q∗)( q∗

N
) + p(q∗) = c0 , p′(q∗) can also be written as

p′(t)
q′(t)

and we estimate this parameter using variation in price and
quantity observed in quantized intervals (on a monthly basis). The
price variation data is taken from OECD’s [5] broadband pricing
data. Also, we use a linear price function to approximate theprices
for years where no data is available.

6.1 Nash Equillibrium Analysis
We present our initial analysis of the Nash equillibrium condition

for the existing Internet by using estimated values of the individual
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Figure 5: Variation of Transit function for Tier2&3 across re-
gions

parameters.
Variation of p′(t): First, we analyze the variation ofp′(t) across

North America for Tier 1,2,3 providers. Here, we approximate p’(t)
as the expected relative difference in price over one year. Figure 3
shows the variation of price difference across time in NorthAmer-
ica. The Tier 1, the expected price difference values vary only
slightly. This shows the Tier 1 ISPs tend to have same profit mar-
gin per customer and their only way to increase profit would beto
increase the quantityq, thereby serving lot more lower level ISPs.
Hence, at Nash equillibrium the expected price difference for Tier-
1 providers is relatively small. While transit prices are not readily
available online, the small set of published numbers onlineappear
to be relatively constant. We find that the price differencesfor Tier
2 & 3 correlate with the OECD broadband price variations pub-
lished online [5].

Transit Model: To analyze the Nash equillibrium equation for
the transit model and computed the variation of

Pn

i
fi(

a−c
b

)( Ni

Ni+1
)

with respect to Tier 1 and Tier 2 & 3 across regions. Figure 4
shows the variation of transit function

Pn

i
fi(

a−c
b

)( Ni

Ni+1
) with

respect to Tier 1 across regions. The variation is not much and
this result holds good with the Transit model for multiple ISPs.
Hence, this validates our Nash Equillibrium equation that the quan-
tity fiNi/(Ni + 1) is roughly constant over time for different ge-
ographic regions. Figure 5 shows the variation of transit function
with respect to Tier 2 & Tier 3. The values per region seem to
fluctuate only slightly and they correlate with the Transit model as
stated earlier.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a simple Cournot market based model for

analyzing the evolution of the Internet topology within andacross
geographic regions. The power of the model lies in the fact that
the Nash equillibrium can be characterized by few aggregatepa-
rameters without the need for any individual parameters of each
player in the system. By analyzing Internet topology data from
2002 to 2008, we corroborate the model and also perform detailed
case studies of the rise and fall of individual ISPs across geographic
regions.
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